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What’s coming up….

● New to SAGE: Counselling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives and Reference works

● Update on the following:
  - SAGE eReference
  - SAGE Deep Backfile
Counselling & Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives and Reference Works

● Online database
  - 40,000 pages of transcripts of therapy sessions
  - Over 40,000 pages of first person primary accounts
  - Over 25,000 pages of SAGE handbooks and reference works.
● Accessible by:
  - Keyword
  - Subject
  - Therapy Type
  - Symptom
● Sold by subscription or a perpetual license
Purpose of the File:

- To improve graduate and undergraduate training in psychology
- To facilitate sociological, anthropological, linguistic and literary study of human interactions
- View personal accounts by someone afflicted with a terminal illness and read how they feel and what kind of issues they’re grappling with
- See practical approaches in action and how the client responded
- Quickly find academic explanations and a theoretical grounding for what’s going on
Session Transcripts:

- Previously unpublished transcripts of > 2,000 hours of psychotherapy sessions.
- Full text of therapist-client conversations
- Edited only to preserve anonymity to American Psychological Association guidelines
- Successful, and less successful, treatment sessions dealing with
  - post-traumatic stress disorder,
  - schizophrenia,
  - bipolar disorder,
  - childhood trauma,
  - sexual abuse,
  - eating disorders,
  - many other conditions….
Primary Accounts:

- First person non-fiction account describing the experience of mental illness and its treatment.
- Makes it easier to understand the disorder, seeing it from an actual patient’s point of view.
- Licensed from publishers.
- Some previously unpublished material.
- In all cases we indicate sources and provide indications of reliability.
Reference Works:

- *The Handbook of Counseling*
- *Handbook of Group Counseling and Psychotherapy*
- *Encyclopedia of Behavior Modification and Cognitive Behavior Therapy*
- *Handbook of Counseling and Psychotherapy with Men*
- *Handbook of Counseling Women*
- *The Handbook of Narrative and Psychotherapy*
- *Handbook of Emotional and Behavioral Difficulties*
- *Handbook of Multicultural Counseling*
- *Handbook of Dynamics in Parent-Child Relations*
- *The Handbook of Humanistic Psychology*
- and others....
Welcome to Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives, and Reference Works

Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives, and Reference Works is a searchable collection containing real transcripts of therapy and counseling sessions and first-person narratives illuminating the experience of mental illness and its treatment, as well as reference works to contextualize the primary material. New material is added on a biweekly basis and when complete, the database will contain more than 2,000 session transcripts, 40,000 pages of client narratives, and 25,000 pages of secondary reference material. The database currently includes approximately 32,700 pages of material, including more than 8,000 pages of session transcripts, more than 11,000 pages of client narratives, and more than 12,000 pages of secondary reference material. Learn More »
SAGE e-Reference

Why e-Reference?

Print:
- Single Copy, Single User
- Fixed Physical Location
- Access limited by library opening hours
- Easy to browse

Electronic:
- Unlimited User
- Usable outside the Library, or the Campus
- 24/7 Access
- Search content
SAGE eReference: key points

- Unlimited simultaneous users
- One-off purchase fee
- Online version available simultaneously with print
- No hosting fee for 5 years
- MARC Records
- Complete collection: 62 encyclopaedias (backlist + 2007 content)
- 21 new titles published in 2008
Identity project

- Submission of proposal
- Sign-off
- Rollout of new identity
- Information sessions to staff

Advanced Boolean search

Search all encyclopaedias or select titles from list
ANKOS Annual Meeting 2008

Identity project

● Submission of proposal
● Sign-off
● Rollout of new identity
● Information sessions to staff

View subject themes and related articles
Physical Development and Growth

Differences in physical growth are apparent from everyday observations of people around us. We differ in terms of height, weight, the relative length of our body proportions, and fitness. We also differ in our abilities to move and perform physical skills and tasks. These differences provide valuable insights into our maturation, overall development, and health. As such, the study of physical growth and development is central to child development, medicine, education, and a host of other disciplines. It is also a subject of personal interest to all people in possession of a body.

STAGES OF PHYSICAL GROWTH

The general pattern of physical growth is similar for all individuals. There can be considerable variations, however, in terms of the rate and timing of growth and the size attained. Chronological age provides an obvious point of reference for observing and recording growth. Its significance should not be overstated, though; biological events and processes follow their own schedule. As it is sometimes said, biology does not celebrate birthdays!

Table 1 Stages of Human Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Age/Growth Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal Growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovum Period</td>
<td>First 2 weeks after fertilization Cell division and increasing complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embryo Period</td>
<td>Weeks 2 through 6 Steady growth; differentiation of cells into tissues, organ and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetus Period</td>
<td>Weeks 9 through 40 Rapid growth in size and mass; changes in body proportions; development of function in tissues, organs and systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Industry reaction?

- Platform has won a "CHOICE Outstanding Title Award"
- Received 9.5 / 10 in the Library Journal review
- Great reviews from customers!

- This product is wholeheartedly recommended for public, academic, school, and special libraries supporting research in the social sciences from high school level onward.”
  —Cheryl LaGuardia, Library Journal

- “…the Reference Staff at Sawyer Library eagerly seeks out useful online reference collections we can make available to our users. We've just purchased a very valuable one called Sage eReference...We hope you'll find this new electronic reference shelf as useful as we do!”
  —Kathi Maio, Mildred F. Sawyer Library, Suffolk University
SAGE Deep Backfile

- Access to 355 electronic journals
- All electronic journals to volume 1, issue 1
- Access via SAGE Journals Online
- Social sciences, humanities, sciences, technology & medicine
- Two options: purchase or lease
- Approx. 400,000 articles in total
- More than 30,000 issues
Features of the Deep Backfile

- Open URL compliant
- Crossref linking
- Citation tracking
- Advanced searching
- Email TOC alerts & RSS feeds
- Access via IP address/remote user
- Toll-Free inter-journal linking
- Library administration area
- COUNTER compliant usage statistics – separated into Deep Backfile & current content
Still available at SAGE….SAGE Premier

- Access to 483 SAGE journals
- Access via SAGE Journals Online
- Backfile access to 1999
- 30 Turkish institutions subscribing to SAGE Premier in 2008
Thank You

Any Questions?

Email: lorna.jones@sagepub.co.uk

Tel: +44 207 324 8609

SAGE ANKOS Liaison: Sami Cukadar

samic@bilgi.edu.tr